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I’m taking a great interest in the relationship between marketing and spatial design.
Especially flagship stores, concept stores and pop-up stores which have a function 
of educating customers about the brand identity and at the same time offer them a 
unique experience within the space.
I always have interested in commercial spaces where we can easily find and get inside 
and how they communicate with the customers. Especially flagship stores, concept 
stores and pop-up stores which have a function of educating customers about the 
brand identity and at the same time offer them a unique experience within the space.

My project has started from the building middle of the Seoul, Korea call Huyndae card 
Music Library. This building has built and open in May 2015. The purpose of this build-
ing is to offer a series of Music experience including listening, touching, watching yet 
selling any product or service of Hunydae credit card.

This concept of Space-based marketing captured my interest.

Introduction
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Hyundae card  Music Library

Hyundae card Music library is one of the largest specialized music collec-
tions in the world and the Under stage. The project’s design echoes the tex-
ture and imperfection of the analog media it celebrates. Material selections 
possess a timeless character and the ability to age naturally. Artworks by 
international street artists provide a fitting combination of grit and beauty 
that blend seamlessly with the modernity of the space.

Visitors can enjoy the music as they like, through a space with many dif-
ferent spectrum of functions ranging from the food & drink space to the 
exhibition space.
In this place, there is no corner of advertising Hyundai credit card’s ser-
vice of their product but only focused on making the visitor experience the 
space and music.

I was amazed at the purpose of the building is to promote and convey the 
image of the brand, not to sell goods. The space of this concept gave me the 
inspiration of the project to be carried out.
Nowadays, space and interior became a tool to show brands image and at-
tract people.There is a term of this trend  “Brandscaping”. 

Introduction
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1 http://library.hyundaicard.com/ML/main.hdc
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Thesis questions

How can space design transform the visitor’s behavior from a commercial perspective 
to a noncommercial perspective?

How can form and shape of a space create a cultural connection 
and meaning to the people experiencing it?

In an increasingly digitized world can commercial space find a place 
by expanding its purpose beyond its brand and sales?

Introduction
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Brandscaping
Brand + Landscaping

Brandscaping is usually referred as a marketing term and it’s a comprehensive meaning of se-
ries of strategies and actions to developing brand. This term is a combination of the word Brand 
and Landscaping. Landscaping is make a land better by cultivating and gardening and instead of 
a land Brandscaping is developing the brand to make it better in many ways.
Brandscaping largely includes activities to promote brand image-related activities, enhance 
customers satisfaction with brands in the process of creating a brand identity, and various strat-
egies and activities to make the brand more attractive to the market.
In addition, activities related to brand identity through flagship stores are also a representative 
act of brand sketching, and activities to brand cities through specialized images of cities are a 
good example of brandscaping.

Space is no longer the only function as selling products but it becomes a landmark of the city 
and offers unique experience to the visitor.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_Klingmann, read 30/5/2018

Riewoldt, O. ed., 2002. Brandscaping: Worlds of Experience in Retail Design/Erlebnisdesign für Einkaufswelten. 
Springer Science & Business Media.
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References
Reference part one

My references for this project is divided into two part, first part shows how Brandscaping 
work with space and interior architecture. The second part is the pop-up stores which are the 
examples to describe how commercial spaces interact with the customers while giving them a 
unique space experience through interior design.

Background
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Comme des garcons flagship store - New York City, USA

Comdes Garcons is the Japanese fashion brand that treats high-end products.
Comdes Garcons’s flagship store in New York city is functioning as a store to sell 
their product but at the same time a touristic spot by its unique and interesting 
space design. Comdes Garcons flagship store shows that the commercial space 
became a city landmark through the creation of space with consideration of in-
terior architecture design.

Background
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Uniqlo pop-up store, Uniqulo Cube - New York City,USA

Two small pop-up store cubes with a deep attention to detail are designed 
to introduce New York City to the Japanese clothing brand UNIQLO. 

Each cube is made from an integrated shelving structure and is compact 
enough to ship on a flatbed truck. Clad in translucent plastic, they beckon 
evening visitors to investigate by revealing the colorful glow of the cloth-
ing inside. The cubes were first installed in NYC to coincide with the grand 
opening of the High Line Roller Skating Rink, which Hollwich Kushner de-
signed with Diller Scofidio + Renfro, and then continued to travel around 
the world.

Uniqlo pop-up store is rather small and temporarily however, this pop-up 
store is enough to show that the commercial purpose space can be a land-
mark of the city.

Background
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Pop-up store
Pop-up Retail

Flash reatailing

With the rise of e-commerce, the importance of a physical presence, where 
people can actively experience a brand has never been more important. With-
in this context I would like to narrow down to one of the physical store pop-up 
store.

Pop-up store is temporary retail establishments date at least to the Vienna 
December market in 1298 and the European Christmas market as well. The 
Ritual Expo was one of the first iterations of the modern pop-up retail store. 
The 1997 Los Angeles event was created by Patrick Courrielche and was lat-
er branded as a one-day “ultimate hipster mall” and not yer referred to as a 
pop-up retail.  The Los Angeles event quickly caught the eye of large brands 
that saw the potential of creating short-term experiences to promote their 
products to target audiences.

The Pop-up store involves the meaning “popping up” one day, then disap-
pearing anywhere from one day to several weeks later.  These shops, while 
small and temporary, are used by companies to build interest in their product 
or service, and seed their product with cultural influencers.
Pop-up retail allows a company to create a unique environment that engages 
their customers and generates a feeling of relevance and interactivity.

In addition there are various benefits to pop-ups such as marketing, testing 
products, locations, or markets, and as a low-cost way to start a business.

The culture of pop-up store is written by Rob Mandebaum, Pop-up store, The magazine 2013, 
The innovations issue, june 7, 2013.
https://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1000&context=aeshm_pubs

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pop-up_retail

H&M Pop-up store
Coast of a Netherlands suburb, Scheveningen
Coallaboration with Waterid (Internatianal NGO)
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The project is a proposal for a pop-up store design.
This pop-up store design proposal is not only considering the interior and ar-
chitectural design but also including the strategy of enhance the brand identi-
ty and maximize the visitor’s satisfaction with promotion plan. 
The project is design a space that educates customers about brand values and 
concepts, rather than selling product to customers.

In addition, this project will extend the meaning of commercial space, the 
space in which we spend our daily life, by take the role of city landmarks and 
exhibition spaces.

Background
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References
Reference part two

In this reference part two, I have brought total 3 examples of pop-up stores.
Not only the current pop-up stores but also the pop-up stores that have built back in the times 
to show that this pop-up retail store has been a successful way to promote the brand and pro-
vide a great experience to the visitors.

Background
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The Ritual Expo 1997 - Los Angeles, USA

https://www.business2community.com/branding/pop-retail-will-go-next-01316364, read 30.5.20187

7

In 1997 Patrick Courrielche, a creative and political pundit, devised what was later called 
a one-day “ultimate hipster mall.” This is notable for two reasons. First, it was one of the 
first examples of what we know now as a pop-up retail. Second, I was unaware that the 
term “hipster” existed in 1997.

Background
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Naked Landscape - Modefabriek, Amsterdam

https://www.frameweb.com/news/shoppers-were-seduced-by-a-naked-landscape-at-
modefabriek, read 30.5.2018
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Naked Landscape is for the 20th years of fashion trade show in Amster-
damn formulated by two designer Floor Knaapen and Grietje Schepers.

The space gives a sensorial experience using shapes and textures in every 
shade of nude imaginable. The eye can travel through a scenery resem-
bling the human landscape with its unique curves and folds. The designs 
on display collectively create a world of their own. This space makes the 
visitor to question the designs, how do they function and what purpose 
could they serve in our private domain?

This reference I have found shows the good balance between a commer-
cial space and an exhibition space. Space itself function as a commercial 
space that visitors can purchase a product but at the same time, it offers 
a unique experience through space.

Background
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COS pop-up shop - Salone del Mobile, Mlian

Shaped as one big box and the box has divided in several ways and direc-
tions. Each part of the box has a different design and function that con-
tains Cos’s products. 

This pop-up shop shows Cos’s brand image very well with simple lines, 
clean and nice details. Visitors can explore this pop-up shop by finding the 
different part of the box and its own possessions.

Background
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From Stockholm, Sweden
To Seoul, South Korea

Swedish Hasbeens pop-up in Seoul
This project is a design proposal for Swedish Hasbeens pop-up store in Seoul, South Korea. 
Pop-up store is supposed to be temporarily displayed during Seoul Design Week 2019.
Pop-up store location is assumed to be outside of Sungsu Handmade shoes street in Seoul, 
South Korea. Expected scale of pop-up store is 2 meters high with about 5 meters width, 25 
square meters.

Logo type proposal

Swedish Hasbeens poster (top)
Sungsu Handmade shoes street (bottom)

https://www.swedishhasbeens.com/story, read 30.5.2018
https://seongsushoes.modoo.at/, read 30.5.2018
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Swedish Hasbeens pop-up store in Seoul
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Hangul(Hanguel)
Hunminjungum

Hangul, also called Hunminjungum, is the set of letters which have been used in Korea 
since 1446 and was created by the greatest king, king Sejong. Hangul has a total 28 shapes 
of letters and using Hangul as a design element is very effective, both structurally and it 
can have meaning in its form. It is very familiar to Korean consumers and an effective way 
to localize the Swedish brand in Korea.
 
In addition, There are no matching points in between Hangul and Swedish Hasbeens.
 
I found this as a ‘Twist’. I have had an interview with Anders Nord who is a designer gives 
a brand a new identity and also enhance the original identity in graphic design and space 
design as well. While we had a discussion about my project, Anders has mentioned: “By 
twisting the brand’s original image or their product, new brand’s identity can be created 
and that can be one of a way to promote the brand and attract customers”.
 
I have found a ‘Twist’ in this relationship between Hangul and Swedish Hasbeens.
Using Hangul for the pop-up store design can break the original image of Swedish Has-
beens but at the same time can give an unexpected new identity.

14 Consonants (Ja-um)

10 Vowels (Mo-um)

Hunminjungum (top)
Hangul typography (bottom)

Sohn, Ho-Min (2001). The Korean Language. Cambridge Language Surveys. Cambridge University Press. ISBN 
978-0-521-36943-5.
http://www.andersnord.com/about-1/, read 30.5.2018
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Seoul Han-river font

The font Seoul Han river fornt  is designed to enhance the city Seoul’s iden-
tity and brand value. The font of Seoul contain a clear margin, and express 
the hanok’s (traditional building of Korea) opening and the curvature of the 
tile in a formative way. In addition, the name of font ‘Han-river’ is the most 
representative assets of Seoul.

14 Consonants (Ja-um)

10 Vowels (Mo-um)

http://www.seoul.go.kr/v2012/seoul/symbol/font.html, read 30.5.201813

Design method
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Letter combination model

The letters of Hangul are not only composed either vertically or horizontally, one group 
of letters can be combined in both ways. By using this system, I built the study model with 
the Hangul letters which represents the sounds of their corresponding latin letters. Each 
Hangul letter is combined by considering angle and direction. In the perspective view, you 
can see the different angles of the letter, it is not made for reading as a letter but as a geo-
metric shape. I explored several different techniques after building the letter combination, 
such as split, boxing and carving.
 
In this project, I have decided to use 17 consonants that have strong geometrical features 
and each consonants can represent the Latin letter depending on how it sounds.

Design method
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Model variation - Split

Model variation - Box

Model variation - Surface

I did several way of practices after built the letter combination, first I simply split the mod-
el vertically and see what type and kind of space can be generated then I put the model in 
a box and cut the rest that came out of the box. Finally, I split the model horizontally but 
this time with the plane surfaces to see what kind of letter mark will be left on the sur-
face. This process also to see the shapes based on different level of height. After I got the 
marked surfaces, I recombined them by using them as floors and walls elements,

Design method
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Study model - White cardboard Study model - 3D print Study model - 3D print

Design method
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Letter combination model

Design method
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Model variation - Boxing

The model with Volvo letter is concentrated with the boxing method.
I located the box in the middle of the model but this time, turned the box 45 degrees then 
carved it.

After I carved the box I captured the different view of it and put the human scale together 
to sense the space more in reality. The interesting result of this practice was that when 
I see the model on the top view, I see the letter combination model pretty clearly, then I 
turn to the back side I see the shape of the letter V upside down. This model has both the 

shape of Korean letter and English letter of Volvo name.

Design methodDesign method
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Model variation - Boxing

Design method
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Letter combination model

The combination of this model is made with the same way that already used. With 
this model, I was focused on the method of boxing but this time horizontally and put 
the box in the middle of the model that the model is not fully covered by the box,then 
carved the box with it. After carving process, the origin letter combination model has 
gone but it left the unique feature on the box. To see it more clearly I disassembled the 
box. When I get rid of the top surface of the box I discovered the shape inside that has 
the potential of space include walls and furniture that are linked together.

Design process
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Model variation - Boxing & Carving

Design process
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Study model

After I disasembled the model, I extracted all the elements in 
there and try to make it as a physical model. This process also 
included to understand the relationsip between each sahpe ele-
ments and re-created the composition of the sapce.

Design process
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Visitor’s flow study

By using the elements that are originally from the Korean letter, I have tried out many different posi-
tioning to study visitor’s flow. While I have explored this process, I had a few agendas to carried with.

In what relationship of this element can generate an interesting flow to the visitors and attract them 
to stay longer?. How can these elements create viewpoints by positioning them properly and make 
it look nice in a way that can bring visitors to this pop-up store?. 

I have added the elements one by one and checked how visitors flow can be created and changed 
then I planed all the elements that can make visitors flow complicate. This complicated flow expect-
ed as a time that visitors stay longer at the pop-up store.

Floor pattern also designed to mark for the visitors to give them a clue about the shape elements.
During the process shown before, original Korean letter has broken down and hard to find what it 
was by the current shape. Each pattern marked on the floor in right under the shape elements and 
it shows its original Korean letter.

Design process
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Process of the letters become a shape elements

Front view plan Top view plan(floor plan)

Design process
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In order to make look sperate the letter shape element and the rest of part, I have chosen 
the material and color that are simple and have a strong contrast.

All the letter shape elements are in white color and the rest part such as wall and the floor 
is in dark navy color. To show the floor letter pattern, I have added light birch wood to give 
a contrast with the dark navy floor but at the same time separate from the letter shape 
elements.

Rhino 3d model with Keyshot render

Result
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Rhino 3d model with Keyshot render & Graphic added version with darker colour variation

Result
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Final scale model
10:1 scale (200*500*500mm)
Mdf board 5mm, Plastic -   3d print

Result
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Result
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For the final degree exhibition, I have got the spot around the se-
menarigatan.
1:10 scale model was my main model to show during the exhibi-
tion so I have made plan to highlight my scale model the most.

Using wall at the semenarigatan, I have built the wall that meets 
90 degrees and have the open side to put my scale model on the 
podium. The wall’s height is 2000mm which is the same height as 
the pop-up store I have designed. This height was considered giv-
ing the visitors sense of the actual pop-up store’s height.
The podium is designed for my scale model, width and length are 
as same size as my scale model and the height is 1200mm so that 
it can be as close as to visitors eye level.

Result
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2018 Spring Exhibition, Seminarigatan Kosntfack, Stockholm, Sweden

Walls are painted a dark navy blue color that matches with the 
scale model but brighter, this is to separate the scale model and 
the wall but still make them look as in the same group.

One of the walls located in the back side of the scale model has a 
shape in white paint that is from the shape elements and started 
from the 1200mm height which is the same height as the podium. 
This is to highlight the scale model by put the white paint behind. 
The podium is also painted as the same color as the wall but has a 
pattern of the Korean letter in white paint.

Result
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2018 Spring Exhibition, Seminarigatan Kosntfack, Stockholm, Sweden
Scale model 1:10 detail view

Result
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Reflection and discussion

This project is a proposal for a commercial pop-up store for Swedish local shoes brand Swedish 
Hasbeens.

I started off with the idea of exploring “How can space design transform the visitor’s behavior 
from a commercial perspective to a non-commercial perspective?”
I have not built this pop-up store according to my scenario so it is difficult to say this pop-up store 
will actually change visitors behavior as I questioned. However, through my study and simulation, 
I have made with my 3D render and physical scale model, I can say that the pop-up store I have 
designed has a potential to become a city landmark because this pop-up store is designed with 
the element Hangul which has a strong cultural perspective. Furthermore, this pop-up store also 
functions as both commercial space and exhibition space. For example, each shape elements in 
the pop-up store can be use as a display furniture and support to sell them, or place the shapes 
without any products and let the visitors can experience the space itself. 

I have asked the question that “How can form and shape of a space create a cultural connection 
and meaning to the people experiencing it?”
I have shown that by using the shapes of Hangul letters I could create forms in space which have 
special meaning to Korean people. 

36

The letter shape transformed into very different shape from its original letter and is no lon-
ger readable. I have invited several people that I know from Korea and let them take a look 
at the final 3D render and the scale model, and I have gotten feedback. These vague shapes 
attracted them and made them curious about the shapes, that led them to look at it longer. 
From the feedback I got, I argue that by using Hangul I have created the space that has a 
cultural connection and meaning to the people who I have targeted to experience it.

My final thesis question was “In an increasingly digitized world can commercial space find 
a place by expanding its purpose beyond its brand and sales?”
These days many of consumers are purchasing the products from the website.
I didn’t display any of Swedish Hasbeens actual products so that the space can remain as 
itself entirely. I have tried to make a good balance in between a commercial space and an 
exhibition space. Even though I have not displayed any products, each element’s shape can 
function as a furniture and a display shelf. 

My method of working was mostly operated with a 3d modeling program because, with the 
3d program I managed to develop my process without a limitation such as time and space. 
By using 3d modelling software it was easy to transform the letter shapes freely, and after 
my modeling finished I used 3d printing to implement the accurate shape of the letter in 
detail. 

I can clearly see the features of Korean language, the shop is also unique in this way, I’ve 
seen it as the creation of an exhibition space whilst still retaining the commercial capabili-
ties of display products. In this way I think that I’ve managed to extend the space’s purpose 
from selling the products to experiencing the brand and Korean culture throughout the 
space. In addition, I have created a pop-up store that has a potential to provide a new brand 
identity and image to Swedish Hasbeens.

The future of physical space is more than ever challenged by e-commerce. Customers’ ex-
pectation of physical stores are not only limited to the purchase of a product but they also 
are looking for new experiences for their needs. Commercial space design is one of the big-
gest parts of interior architecture field and I think it is important as creators, designers and 
architects to explore new ways for people experience space. As an interior architecture stu-
dent, I believe that this project can contribute to extend the meaning of commercial space 
design and fulfill the customer’s expectation by its unique design process through culture 
and tradition. The next step for me would investigate the other form of commercial spaces 
such as indoor shop, shop-in-shop and give them a new purpose and meaning through the 
space design, can the same methodology work there or do expectations on different kind 
of spaces require different approaches.
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